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Let me introduce myself
Growing rapidly

• Founded in October 2013 
• 600+ customers; 200+ employees
• Offices in Raleigh, NC (HQ), NYC, SF, Israel
• 250% revenue growth over last 12 months
• Tracks over 50 billion events from 91 million 

users every month

Trusted by hundreds of companies, including:

Backed by leading investors:

Awarded:



The winter of Product Management
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Things are changing
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Data has changed Product Management

Fueled by data

By 2021, 75% of software 
providers will rely on insights 

from embedded software 
usage analytics

Gut Instinct

“I bet $50 million on the gut 
instinct of my product manager”  

– Anonymous Big Tech VP from 2000s
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UX/UI has changed

No Longer Acceptable
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But things could be better



We are often driven too much by fear...
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Customer feedback 
is underused.
Product leaders are much more 
likely to base roadmap decisions 
on competitive pressures.



And we haven’t always found our place...
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Product teams report 
poor alignment and 
influence with their 
engineering teams



Often we still need the right voice at the highest levels...
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Most product teams report into the 
marketing organization. Only 7% of 
companies have a formal CPO role



And we are happy but we could be happier...
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Product leaders are 
generally satisfied (though 
not enthusiastic) about 
their jobs

Product leaders who own 
engineering, UX, and 
market research functions 
have the highest NPS



But all in all things are pretty 
good for PMs
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Expectations of Product Organizations?
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A few things we can do to make 
products better



First some high level thoughts
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● Cast a wide hiring net

● Buy your engineers a beer

● Get out of “copycat” mode

● Give product a seat in the boardroom

● Add product adoption and usage to 
your success metrics
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3 Detailed ways to improve your products 

● Trials Conversions

● Onboarding

● Ticket Deflection
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1) Find the “Happy Path” for users

Make the most of limited user time 
and attention during trials

● Identify the top features / activities that 
correlate with trial conversion

● Design user paths that lead to those 
activities

● Focus trial user engagement and 
walkthroughs to focus users on that path
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How Citrix improved trial conversions

What they did:
● Upon first login, Trial users presented 

with lightbox with options on what to 
accomplish first

● User taken step-by-step through tasks 
(Send a File, Upload a File, Add User, 
Apps Page, etc)

Outcomes:
● 76% of trial users want to share a 

large file

● 52% of trial users are completing the 
“share a file” walkthrough

● 11% increase in trial conversion rate
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The path the data 
shows you customers 

take to convert

The path you think 
customers will take 

to convert
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2) Improve your Product by improving your onboarding

Account Status and Maturity

• New accounts: address setup 
and “empty state” issues

• Existing accounts: address key 
features leveraging account 
data

User Role

• Admin vs regular users: add or 
remove setting features from 
experience

• Job or functional role: customize 
learning to focus on the most 
relevant application tasks

Other Context

• Plan level: don’t instruct users of 
features they haven’t purchased

• Seasonal: Do usage patterns 
change throughout the year (i.e. 
accounting for tax deadlines)

The more relevant your onboarding experience is, the more effective it is.
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How Harvest Exchange improved onboarding

What they did:
● Segmented user base by individual investors 

and financial professionals

● Customized onboarding experience for each 
role - showing each persona their most 
relevant features

Outcomes:
● 2x increase in the number of investors 

signing up for additional features

● 70% growth in returning monthly visitors
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3) Help users avoid support

● Look for common ticket themes to 
identify areas that produce the most 
questions

● Study user behavior when tickets are 
issued - what pages / features drive 
them to support

● Look for in-product (UX improvements  
or added guidance) remediation
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How WebPT reduced support tickets

What they did:
● Study time on specific pages / in specific 

processes to identify areas where users 
struggle

● Measure which features generate the most 
support tickets

● Deploy specific tooltips for the features 
where users struggle the most

Outcomes:
● 50% reduction in the number of support 

requests
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Even the most intuitive UX needs some help
Bringing guidance in-app allows you to provide contextual, and 

highly-relevant help without cluttering the user experience.

PC Camp Toronto 2018

Explain features and offer how-to 
guidance… right in the interface

Walk users step-by-step through 
key application tasks 

Link out to relevant help center 
content and support resources
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Resources
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The State of Product 
Leadership
Insights from 300 Technology Product 
Management Executives and Managers

Get a copy at 
www.pendo.io/state-of-product-leadership

http://www.pendo.io/state-of-product-leadership
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